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Abstract
Language is in constant flux be it from changes
in meaning to the introduction of new terms. At the
user level it changes by users accommodating their
language in relation to whom they are in contact
with. By mining diffusion’s of new terms across social
networks we detect the influence between users and
communities. This is then used to compute the user
activation threshold at which they adopt new terms
dependent on their neighbours. We apply this method
to four different networks from two popular on-line
social networks (Reddit and Twitter). This research
highlights novel results: by testing the network through
random shuffles we show that the time at which a
user adopts a term is dependent on the local structure,
however, a large part of the influence comes from the
global structure and that influence between users and
communities is not significantly dependent on network
structures.

that when breached indicated they would adopt an
innovation [10], [17]. Though the challenge is how
does one learn the influence exerted on a user, and the
threshold at which a user adopts a new term.
The purpose of this paper is thus; to show that
influence between users can be determined from mining
OOV cascades, show how different users influence user
language adoption to varying extents, and show how
the influence between users is dependent on global
and local structure of the networks. This is ultimately
summarised in the following meta question: Given the
creation of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words to what
extent can their adoption be predicted, and to what
extent does the structure of a social network impacts
influence.
The contribution of this work is as follows:
‚

1. Introduction
‚

‘I’ll brb’ and ‘how did you vote in the Brexit’ are
all examples of words and phrases that are recent linguistic innovations. According to linguist David Crystal: “Although many texters enjoy breaking linguistic
rules, they also know they need to be understood.” [5]
There is therefore a tension between the need to be
expressive by using out-of-vocabulary (from here on
OOV) words/phrases, and being understood. This is not
solely to do with expressiveness; however, but equally
relates to the (re)production of community identity.
There are therefore community structures at work that
enable and constrain OOV adoption; ultimately a user
and community either adopt or reject a new word. Such
influence is characterised by the social network a user
belongs to. And yet it is by no means deterministic that
in view of such social structures a user will adopt an
OOV; at the level of the individual user, some people
are more willing to change and be influenced than
others. This can be modelled as a user specific threshold
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‚

‚

Modelling influence between user or communities through mining OOV cascades: we show the
ability to learn influence from mining historical
language diffusions’ from macro (between communities) and micro (between users) interactions.
Learn individual user adoption thresholds: we
show that individual language adoption thresholds
can be learnt through the use of ROC curves.
Innovation adoption across word forms: we
show that users adopt innovations with little variation dependent on the innovation’s POS tag.
Variation of influence based on network structure: we show that network structures are highly
influential on the time at which an innovation
is adopted, though less influential in long run
adoption.

The implications of this work are not only confined
to the realms of academia with impact in both the
business and security communities. In a globalised
world language innovations or changes in a broader
context pose a number of challenges, be it the alienation
of users due to mis-communication, or individuals
not understanding regionally-specific words. Further to
this, changes can hinder the ability for foreign language
learners to adopt a language due to the changing
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meaning of words, or impeding collaborative work
across cultures [4] due to different business jargon.
However, understanding which users and communities
have greater influence on a language will allow for foreign language teachers to pre-empt new words entering
a language, or for companies to place greater emphasis
on communication in the language that has the greatest
influence in a given region of a network.
However there is a dark side to the Internet through
the prevalence of trolling, hate crime and on-line child
predictors. On Safer Internet 2016, Nicki Morgon the
Education Secretary in the UK, stated that challenges
of keeping children safe on-line included understanding
the terms that children use in on-line communication
“These are all terms that didn’t exist when I was
young, and I suspect I’m not alone in needing them
explained”.1 However, even though they launched a
website 2 detailing the words used and their respective
meanings the true value would come from pre-empting
language change and generating a dynamic list of
current and future terms, allowing parents to keep one
step ahead of their children.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows:
Section 2 highlights what is currently know about the
topic. Section 3 introduces the data sets along with the
construction of networks being explained in section 3.1
and what we class as an OOV in section 3.2. Measures
and methods applied are explained in section 4, with
5 summarising the results. Section 6 outline the final
contribution of this work and future direction.

2. Related Work
Research into language and OSNs (on-line social
networks) has attracted studies across a diverse set of
academic disciplines, though for this section we will
be focusing on user influence, information diffusion,
effects of social structures and language change within
OSN’s.
Language is intrinsically connected to geographical
locations; leading to the ability to predict a user’s location from text [11]; though, over time as users interact
and move around the landscape language innovations
will ultimately diffuse. [7] showed that through the
use of stochastic modelling one can infer the diffusion
network of new words across the United States, results
showed that language moves between cities with similar
demographics and size. Limitation though could be
attributed to the small number of innovation tracked
1 Nicky Morgan: We simply can’t know everything our children
are doing online - 09/02/2016
2 Online teen speak - Parent Info

and their potential correlation to a highly mobile college demographic. However, a study concerning how
language emerges over time from multiple sources
[13] showed that by modelling the time series across
multiple granularities of communities, one was able to
pre-empt the growth and acceptance of ‘fleek’ and ‘tfw’
at a global level.
Influence is traditionally defined as “getting people
to change their attitudes and behaviours” [12]. [10]
modelled influence acting on user as being proportional
to the number activated users in the whole network.
A users then activates when the collective influence
breaches their individual adoption/activation threshold,
at this point they perceive a greater benefit than cost.
However, [17] stated influence can only come from the
immediate neighbourhood of a user, as for innovation
such as fax machines one can only see the benefits of
adoption from those they are connected with.
Though not all users are as quick to adopt an innovation, [15] showed that a users innovativeness could be
defined through their time-to-adoption (tta) compared
to other users. Thus a relatively low tta would mean that
the user is innovative, which a high value meaning the
user is conservative. However, as shown by [17] a user
makes their decisions based on their neighbours with
there dissension modelled as a threshold. Thus one can
contrast their innovativeness at a system and personal
level; a low tta but high threshold would mean they
are only innovative relative to the system and not their
personal network, were as a high tta and low threshold
would mean the user is innovative to there personal
network and the system.
Building on user threshold models proposed by [17]
and [10], [9] showed that user influence can be modelled as a function of past action propagation’s (tagging
the same photo on flickr), with the influence then
decaying over time. Even though the results achieved
high accuracies in predicting user actions, this was only
tested on one limited data-set aiming to predict whether
a user would tag an image on flickr. Additionally, the
influence of a community on a signal user can be seen
in [6] which showed that users adapt their language
to that of the community as they join. This effect can
also be used to predict when a user is going to leave
a community as their language diverges away from
the global language model. However, this research was
only performed on a small specific ‘beer community’,
where there would be a naturally higher convergence
as users used more ‘technical’ terms.
Though it is not only predicting who will adopt an
action but also how many people will adopt the same
action. Through modelling the diffusion of memes, [19]
identified that for a meme to spread it is not only the
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initial popularity of the content that is important (as
stated in [16]) but also who initially uses a meme, with
initial users needing to have a set of diverse topics and
interest. Though [20] proposed diffusions are highly
dependent on the network structure, by comparing
simulated and real-world diffusion they identified the
effects of homophily and social influence. However they
did not differentiate between the two effect, which have
been shown to auto-correlate. [1] proposed that through
matched pair sampling one was able to distinguished
between homophily and social influence, showing that
homophily accounted for 50% of the persuasive behavioural contagion.
There has been a vast amount of work that covers language change, information diffusion and user
influence; though each has its own limitations, be it
from over or under sampling to limited testing on
alternate communities. For the first time, in this paper,
we show how users and communities influence each
others’ language; along with the effect of a network’s
structure on inter user influence. This is achieved by
applying a known influence framework across multiple
network abstractions.

3. Data
One of the limitations of previous research is the
reliance on one social network, so in this work we
draw on two distinct networks: Reddit and Twitter.
Even though both social networks are highly popular34
they both can be conceptualised in different ways;
Twitter is a personal broadcast network allowing user
to express messages and emotion without necessarily
getting a response. Alternatively as Reddit is contentfocused and structured into self-governing Subreddits
that have a particular topic drawing user substitutions
and comments.
Twitter has been extensively used in academic research due to its relative widespread adoption and the
availability of a publicly accessible API which provides
up-to a 1% sample from the global fire-hose. For this
study we bound the results return from Twitter to those
having originated from within the UK, thus limiting the
sample to Tweets that only contain GPS coordinates
within the UK. Even though studies have shown that
only 4% of tweets contain GPS tags 5 , the sample that
was collected from September 2014 until June 2015
contained 111 million tweets. The second data source
is an 18 months dump (January 2013 to June 2015)
of comment posts from Reddit. This data comes from
3 PewResearCenter

- 6% of Online Adults are reddit Users
- Mobile messaging and social media 2015
5 PewResearCenter - Location-Based Services

Table 1: Dataset Description

Unique Words
Posts
Innovations
Days in Dataset

Reddit

Twitter

2,942,555
1,054,976,755
2,712,629
880

526,342
111,067,539
373,217
283

Table 2: Network Description
Network

Nodes

Edges

Communities

Twitter Geo
Twitter Mention
Reddit Comment
Reddit Subreddit

2,910
283,755
861,955
15,457

436,849
329,440
2,402,202
142,285

14
39,767
36,885
407

a larger data release that spans the entire existence of
Reddit from conception in 2007 through to mid 2014.6

3.1. Networks
One of the issues when studying OSNs is the need
to infer network structure; as the explicitly define relationships on Facebook (friends) and Twitter (following)
are challenging to collect and guarded by the respective
companies. For this work we thus aim to learn the
influence between users or communities through two
abstractions of networks from each data source; one
representing the interaction of users (micro) with the
second modelling interactions between communities
(macro); this allows us to contrast different concepts
of influence.
Ultimately the networks will take the form a of
directed social graph. Where the graph (G) is defined
as a quad G “ pV, E, T, W q, containing vertices
v, u P V and edges between the vertices pv, uq P E;
denoting an outward connection from v to u. The quad
also includes the time (T ) when the edge was created,
while w P W denotes the weight of a given edge. Edges
are only added over time and never removed, and there
are also no self looping edges.
3.1.1. Micro. At a micro level we model the graphs
through user interactions. Within Twitter, users interact
with each other in a number of ways, however the
predominate form is mentioning fellow users in Tweets
(through the inclusion of the ‘@’ symbol and a username). We use this to build a user to user graph, where
a relationship from user v Ñ u is inferred if u mentions
user v; the edge time (t) is when this interaction first
happens, with the weight being the total number of

4 PewResearCenter

6 Data-set

available on the Internet Archive
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times u mentions v. Both users u and v must also exist
within the data-set.
Similarly within Reddit users comment on each
others’ posts forming a chain of interactions, thus we
define a relationship between users if user u comments
on a post of user v thus forming an edge u Ñ v,
the time (t) of the edge would be the first time this
happened, and the weight (w) would be the number of
times user u has commented on a post of v.
3.1.2. Macro. Even though users may not interact with
each other does not mean that they are not exposed
to each others’ information by observing the network.
Collectively a group of users may also exert influence
over other collections of users; for this reason we
cluster together content (posts and tweets) generated
within the same communities (subreddits or postcodes),
and generate an edge between these nodes by extracting
the users traversing across the network between the
nodes.
Language is connected to geography, with users
taking language with them when they travel. Thus
by generating a network based on users travelling
between postcodes represents the interactions between
locations in the UK, and potential the diffusion of
language. Each tweet initially is assigned the postcode
from which it originated, with the edges representing
movement between locations. The weight of an edge
(wi,j ) represents the number of users moving from
i Ñ j consecutively.
Similarly within Reddit, users interact and move
around different subreddits depending on their current
interests or in reaction to popular content. A similar
method to that detailed above can be applied to extract
the interaction between subreddits. The weight between
two nodes is the number of users moving consecutively
from one subredditt to the next, with the associated
edge time being the first time a user first moved
between the two.
3.1.3. Graph Filtering. However not all edges are
significant, as a user whom has mentioned a user once
is not as important as one that has been mentioned 100
times. For this reason we extract the backbone network
by filtering edges that are not statistically significant
using the backbone extraction algorithm [14]. Additionally, we apply a fast unfolding community detection
algorithm [3] to each of the four networks to identified
community of nodes.

3.2. Innovations
The premise of this work is to predict the adoption
of OOVs, thus we must first classify what is and what

is not an OOV (a language innovation). For this work
we will be stating that a OOV is a word that does not
appear within the British National Corpus (BNC) [2].
The BNC was chosen to be the baseline for British
Language as it is the most comprehensive study of
British English Language in recent times; taking its
sources not only from books, but also newspapers,
written communication and oral discourse transcripts.
This research is only inserted in the emergence and
diffusion of new innovations, thus only OOVs that
appeared after the first month of data collection were
used. However, on initial manual inspection a large
number of OOV’s were only used by one user (predominantly bot accounts) thus OOVs also had to appear
over 10 times and be used by more that 10 users.
The function of words in communication vary; for
this reason we broke the analysis down into distinct
classes of words. This is achieved by initially POS
(Part-of-speech) tagging each data-set, though each
innovation which is being assessed could have multiple
classes. For simplicity the class assigned to each OOV
is the class with the highest count. This is implemented
through the use of TwitterNLP [8], due to its ability to
deal with noisy social media data.

4. Method
People accommodate their language to make it similar to that of the people around them, thus this research aims to predict when people adopt new terms
in response to exposure from their neighbours. We
propose that as shown in [17] that each user (u) has an
individual threshold σu of joint influence at which they
then adopt a OOV. We therefore used the framework
proposed by [9] to model influence between users as a
function of previous join actions (propagations).
Goyal et al. [9] stated that influence between users
iu,v (influence of v on u) can be learnt as a function
of their previous joint actions that have propagated
between the two users (from v to u). After learning
the influence one can use the joint probability across
all active neighbours of user u to express the current
joint influence (iu ) on u to adopt action a. To predict if
a user is going to adopt an action a the joint influence
iu would need to be higher than the individual threshold
σu , if they adopt with the value less than the threshold
this would be classified as a true negative.
This breaks the analysis down into two distinct
stages; learning the influence between two users (section 4.1) and then predicting user adoption of terms
(section 4.2).
To learn the influence between users (iu,v where
iu,v P r0, 1s), we first define a number of basic
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measures; Ov and Ou are the number of distinct OOVs
used by users v and u respectively, alternatively Ov|u
is the number of distinct OOV’s v or u have used
(i.e. the union of their vocabulary). The number of
propagations of OOV’s between users is defined as
Ov2u , this is the number of OOV’s that were first used
by v and then by u, thus tv poq ă tu poq (with function
tv poq and tu poq returning the time that the OOV was
used by each user). Though propagation cannot occur
if an edge between users has not yet been created,
meaning that propagation must also fulfil the following
et pv, uq ă tv poq ă tu poq where et pv, uq returns the
creation time of the directed edge from v to u.

returns 1 if the neighbour w has used the OOV before
u.
We then modify equations 1 and 2 to incorporate
the partial credit definition (equation 3). Instead of
influence being defined as the number of propagations,
it is instead defined as the average credit per OOV used
by v or:
ř
creditv,u poq
pv,u “ oPO
(4)
Ov

4.1. Learning Influence

4.2. Computing Joint Influence

We now define four measures that quantify the
influence (iv,u ) of user v on u. Each measure is based
on the values above aiming to quantify influence in
different ways.

The measures in equations 1, 2, 4 and 5 aim to
quantify the influence between users, these metrics can
be used to predict user adoption of new terms through
computing the joint influence exerted on the user by
active neighbours.
The joint probability (iu pSq) can be computed by
utilising the monotonic and sub-modular nature of the
influence probabilities;
ź
iu pSq “ 1 ´
p1 ´ iv,u q
(6)

4.1.1. Bernoulli. We first state that influence is proportional to the fraction of OOVs that have propagated
from user v to u as a fraction of all the innovations
that v has used:
Ov2u
(1)
pv,u “
Ov
Thus, if all the OOVs that v use end up being used by
u then the value would be 1.
4.1.2. Jaccard. Alternatively, influence is proportional
to the number of innovations that have propagated
(Ov2u ) out of the union of all innovations used across
the two users (Ov|u ):
pv,u “

Ov2u
Ov|u

(2)

This means that if all of v’s OOV’s propagate but u
uses a large amount of other OOV’s as well then the
value will be lower than that computed in equation 1.
4.1.3. Partial Credits. However, when users adopt a
new term it could be said that each of their neighbours
(whom have used that OOV before) all have an equal
part to play in the user adopting a new term; thus it
could be said that they share equal credit:
creditv,u poq “ ř

1
Ipt
poq
ă tu poqq
w
wPS

(3)

Where S is a list of activated neighbours of v (e.g. users
connected to v who have adopted the OOV before) and
with the function I acting as an indicator function that

Or the average credit used across the union of all
OOV’s used across users v and u:
ř
creditv,u poq
pv,u “ oPO
(5)
Ou|v

vPS

Where S is the set of active neighbours of node u.
Though, the influence that a user exerts might not be
constant, with the influence decreasing over time after
they themselves have adopted the OOV. A reduction in
influence between user may be for a number of reasons,
from the OOV dispersing off a users Twitter time-line,
or that the users not coming in contact again.
Thus we attempt to model the decay of influence
between two users as a function of the average time
of propagation (τv,u ). The decay takes two forms, a
discrete form where the influence stays constant for a
set amount of time, or continuous form where influence
decay happens exponentially.
First, we define the average propagation time of a
OOV between two users v and u, this is defined as
τv,u :
ř
oPOv,u ptu poq ´ tv poqq
(7)
τv,u “
Ov2u
With Ov,u being the set of OOV’s that have propagated from v to u, and tu poq being the time that u
adopted o. As before Ov2u is the number of action
propagating from v to u.
To model the decay of influence in a basic form
we only allow a user to have influence over another
for the length of τv,u . This is to say that after a
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user u is exposed to an OOV by v the influence will
reduce to 0 once τv,u has elapsed, thus the influence
window is rtv , tv ` τv,u s. At the point when a users
influence reduces the joint probability (equation 6) can
be updated with the following equation:
iu pS, wq “

iu pSq ´ iw,u
1 ´ iw,u

(8)

Where S is the set of active nodes before w becomes
inactive, w is the node that has become inactive. This
means that the whole probability does not have to be
recomputed at search step, rather just updated.
In reality, influence does not just vanish instead it
diminishes over time, thus for the final variation instead
of the influence being fixed for a set amount of time it
instead decays exponentially:
itv,u “ i0v,u e

´pt´tv q
τv,u

(9)

With itv,u being the influence from user v on u at
time t. Thus the maximum influence would be when
t “ 0. Thus the new joint probability function is:
ź
itu pSq “ 1 ´
p1 ´ itv,u q
(10)
vPS

As stated at the beginning of this section the aim
is to first learn the influence probabilities, then to use
these learnt values to infer the current threshold of each
user dependent on their exposure to OOVs. To achieve
this we use 80% of the data to train the model with
the remaining 20% used to test the ability to predict
OOV adoption. As mentioned above, each user has
an individual threshold σu which must be breached
by iu poq for the user to adopt the OOV, to infer this
individual threshold we use ROC curves to determine
the optimum trade-off between false and true positives,
as users may have been exposed to an OOV and never
adopted it; this point will be the individual threshold
σu .

4.3. Measuring Network Effect
We want to assess to what extent the network structure affects users’ adoption of new language. This is
broken down into two assessments, initially measuring
the effect of randomising the network (Section 4.3.1)
to see the effect of time and neighbours; secondly measuring the effect of community structure (Section 4.3.2)
by distinguishing between inter and intra community
effects.
4.3.1. Random Network. To understand the effect of
network structures we will shuffle the four networks,
with the aim of randomising the edges, along with the

edge times. However social networks are defined by
their degree distribution, thus even though we shuffle
the edges we aim to maintain the degree distribution.
As proposed in [18] instead of shuffling the edges we
iterate over each edge, randomly selecting an alternate
edge and swapping the source of each edge; thus
maintaining the degree distribution. With these four
new graphs we then relearn the influence measures
across the new networks.
4.3.2. Community Influence. In social graphs users
and communities cluster together, thus we aim to see
if influence between nodes is greater internally or
externally to a community. As each network has been
classified into distinct communities with [3], this means
that intra community edges (Eð ) are ones that cross
community boundaries, whereas inter edges (Eœ ) are
edges within the same community.
To compare the influence that exists internal and
external to communities we compute the average intra
influence (i ð) and average inter influence (i œ) across
the network.
ř
wpeq
(11)
i ö “ ePEœ
|E œ |
Where wpeq returns the influence of the given edge (e),
this is divided by the number of internal edges (|Ec œ |)
Similarly computing the intra community influence
sums the influence of all external edges and then divide
by the number of external edges.
ř
wpeq
(12)
i ð “ ePEc ð
|Ec ð |
If the network structure has limited effect on the
influence internal or external to a community, we would
expect there to be limited difference between i ð and
i ö. Whereas a larger inter value would indicate that
the community structure is having an effect on the
distribution of influence, with influence being affected
by concepts such as structural trapping [20].

5. Results and Discussion
The following section outlines the main findings and
results from the experiments that have been performed.
The results have been split into two separate sections;
section 5.1 discusses the results of learning influence
and using it to predict OOV usage, were as the effect
of network structure is discussed in section 5.2.

5.1. OOV Prediction
Figure 1 shows the diffusion time of OOVs across
two separate granularities (Day fig. 1a, Week fig. 1b),
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(a) Day

(a) Ov2u

(b) Week

(b) Ov&u

Figure 1: OOV diffusion frequencies

Figure 2: Twitter-Geo and Mention network

the diffusion process follows a power law distribution,
with the majority of the diffusion happening in within
the first day of exposure.
To assess the accuracy of using the influence measures in learning the activation threshold of a user
(see section 3) we only focus on users that have been
exposed to an innovation and not users who used it
without being exposed (this is due to want to predict
adoption based on exposure, if there is no exposure then
this would not be able to be predicted). As stated prior
this prediction challenge is a binary classification, with
the adoption being predicted if the joint probability is
greater than the user activation threshold (iu poq ą σu ).
To learn each individual users activation threshold
σu we use ROC curves; these represent the trade off
between the true positive (TPR) and false positive rate
(FPR) through varying the user threshold, with the aim
is to find the threshold at which a user has the largest
amount of True Positive and True Negatives. As can
be seen in Figure 6 the results across all data set are
varied, with the static models proposed in section 4.1
being able to predict with AUC highs of 0.92, though
there is no discernible difference between the four
variations of modelling influence. The introduction of
decay functions appears to have reduced the accuracy
across all models, resulting in some preforming with
an accuracy less than a random model (AU C “ 0.5).
This can be seen to the greatest extent in the Twitter
mention network; this network is sparsely connected
in comparison to other network, (Table 2), resulting
in the number propagation’s (Ov2u ) being significantly

smaller than that of say the Twitter Geo network (see
Figure 2). However, the overall reduction in accuracy
could be due to an external unobserved process that
effect language adoption, this could be in line with [10]
stating that influence/exposure comes from not only the
local connections but the community as a whole.
As stated in section 3 OOV’s can be classified
into different function sets (POS tags), with table 3
shows the AUC values for the two none credit models
(equations 1 and 2) in each of the four networks.
Across the board that valies in table 3 show high
AUC, within noticeable improvement in the Twitter
Comment network. However, the majority of values
are still less accurate than a random base line (AUC
ă 0.5). However abbreviations (G), verbs (V ) appear
to perform the greatest, potentially indicating that open
class words used to describe events are more likely to
be used in conversational discourse.
Unlike the static and discrete time models there is
only one global max joint probability iu poq when using
the continuous time model (equation 9). This is the
point at which there is the greatest amount of influence
on the given user to adopt a term. To assess if the time
of adoption is near the time at which there was the
greatest amount of influence we compute the difference
between the time that a user adopted a term and the
time at which they had the greatest influence. This can
be seen in figure 3, values ă 0 indicate that they used
the OOV before there global max, were as values ą 0
indicate they used the term after there global max.
There is a distinctive spike around 0 indicated that
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Table 3: AUC values for each given POS tag
Reddit Comment

Reddit Traversal

Twitter Comment

Twitter Geo

Tag

Bernoulli

Jaccard

Bernoulli

Jaccard

Bernoulli

Jaccard

Bernoulli

Jaccard

!
#
A
D
E
G
L
N
O
P
R
V

0.945814
0.988482
0.974176
0.916667
0.949570
0.961226
0.919589
0.945832
0.797396
0.960906
0.950552

0.932778
0.985960
0.966811
0.655914
0.946256
0.905481
0.914614
0.943943
0.812736
0.959497
0.945546

0.919580
0.992614
0.941658
0.997986
0.956844
0.970527
0.923128
0.902753
0.936667
0.943985

0.919668
0.986222
0.933533
0.994964
0.954782
0.971248
0.919163
0.901661
0.926402
0.941717

0.596826
0.372159
0.815499
0.606992
0.426421
0.635784

0.391674
0.390327
0.712872
0.544365
0.436959
0.637408

0.821373
0.828381
0.710258
0.890735
0.769028
0.847362
0.801335
0.836548
0.817372
0.819181

0.754288
0.781653
0.639674
0.852988
0.687771
0.806809
0.767615
0.822249
0.758002
0.767474

Figure 3: Time difference from global
maximum of user adoption

the value of global max is on the same day they use
the OOV, however long tails that reduce in frequency
that further from the centre indicate that influence may
decay faster that that modelled.

5.2. Network Structure
However, to what extent does the network effect
influence between users or communities. Figure 4 plots
the distributions of influence internal and external to
each community. The aim was to see a statistically
significant difference, however, the results are inconclusive showing that there are no significant difference.
Though, internal to a community the spread of influence is greater, with the majority of influence being
higher across the four networks internal to a network.
Though, due to the sparsity of the Twitter mention network resulted in the greatest ranges of values, though
with the same mean and higher external influence. Thus
influence may not be effected by structural trapping as
proposed in [20].
Though to what extent does the influence depend

Figure 4: Influence distributions for internal
(inter) and external (intra) to to a community.

on the network structure, Figure 5 shows the results
from shuffling the Reddit comment network. As one
can see for the static time models there is roughly a
75% reduction in AU C, however when looking at the
time dependent models the accuracy falls below that
of the random base line model with values as low
as 0.07. When inspecting the values from the other
networks, similar patterns can be seen where the static
time model has a reduction in accuracy with the time
dependent models reducing to a larger extent. As [10]
stated that influence might not only come from your
local acquaintances, but from the ether across the whole
network, however when assessing the decay models it
could be that a users adoption of an OOV is dependent
on the network, though the time at which the OOV is
adopted is dependent on the local network.
Comparing the results on both the micro (user interactions) and macro (community interactions) networks
one can see that there is a higher accuracy in predicting
when a community rather than an individual will adopt
a new term. This could indicate that the collective influence is greater than that of the individual, showing that
it is not an individual that affects change but rather a
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Figure 5: ROC curves for learnt on the shuffled version of the Reddit Comment network

Figure 6: ROC curves for each of the four network, using the three different influence models.
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collective. However for research purposes we classified
an adoption as one when of term is only adopted once
in a community. In reality for a community to ‘adopt’ a
given term, it would more likely be when the majority
of users in the community use the term, or when it has
been used more than a certain number of times.
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interact with a community in which they saw the
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names) and word the grow over an extended period of
time, thus blurring the definition of ‘meme’/“language
change’.
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a network when predicting the final size of a OOV
diffusion rather than if a user will adopt an innovation.
This will look at two core concepts, strength of weak
ties and access to structural holes, aiming to quantify
their effect on the final diffusion size of an OOV. The
belief is that users who have access to structural holes
will cause large diffusions of OOV, whereas an OOV
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